Handa’s Surprise
Come and step inside our Foundation Jungle. The children
have worked hard to help turn the unit into a jungle. We
will be looking at all the different animals and fruits from
the story using a variety of media to make and explore.
Stories for talking
Our story will be ‘Handa’s
Surprise’. We will use this story to
help us develop our:
 Talking skills
 Counting skills
 Sorting skills
We will be exploring and tasting the
tropical fruit from the story and
seeing which is the most popular. We
will be ordering the story and
remembering which animal took
which fruit. Come and look at the
activities in the Jewels room to see
what the children are getting up to.

Personal, social and emotional development
We will be remembering to use kind hands and
words as sometimes we can forget what it
means to be a good friend. We are going to
think about what a kind friend Handa was and
see what we can do to make our friends
happy.
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Alliteration
We will be continuing to listen
to the first sounds in words but
moving on to hearing the same
sounds in other words - for
example, ball, butterfly, bat,
balloon, bucket.
We will be making up silly
names and sentences trying to
use the same sound - for
example, ‘Terry the terrible tall
tiger’ or ‘Lenny the lion leaped
up the ladder licking lollies’.

Coat challenge!!! This half term to help support the children’s independence we are having a coat challenge. I
have shown the children how to put their coats on themselves and now we want to see them doing it all week!
We will be having a coat chart in the classroom and there will be prizes for children who meet this challenge
so please support your children at home and encourage them to put their coats on themselves.

